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ABSTRACT 
We prove two criteria for bijectivity of piecewise affine maps f of Iw”. It is 
assumed that det f has the same nonzero sign everywhere. The first criterion is based 
solely on the branching properties of the partition of W” into domains of linearity of 
f The second one concerns the map itself and depends on the images under f of 
certain two-dimensional angles. This generalizes and improves results of R. Schramm. 
The methods are topological. Our results imply K. G. Murty’s solution of the linear 
complementarity problem and some other partly known facts, which we show are 
equivalent to it. For example, the map x + Sx+ - TX- is bijective iff all principal 
minors of SP ‘T are strictly positive. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our starting point is the following problem. Divide the real vector space 
R n into 2” closed convex cones by cutting along the n hyperplanes defined 
by xi = 0. These cones will be called orthants. 
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS 96:109-129 (1987) 
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PROBLEM (P) (Orthant-affine maps). Let f: Iw ” + R n be a map which is 
linear (or affine) on each of the 2” orthants. Give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for f to be bijective. 
This problem and its solution are not new, nor are the problems (PI), (Ps), 
and (Pa) surveyed below new. What appears to be new, or at least not widely 
known, is the fact that these problems are equivalent. Our first aim in this 
paper is to draw attention to this rather obvious circumstance. Thus, each of 
the known methods pertaining to one of these problems becomes available for 
all the others. A direct solution of (P) has been given in [8]. 
Three related problems, here called (Q), (R), (S), have been studied by 
R. Schramm [13] for a wider class of piecewise affine maps. The second aim 
of the present paper is to give simpler proofs of improved versions of his main 
results for a still larger class of maps. The known results on (P) and (Pi) are 
then obtained as easy corollaries. We use geometrical and topological meth- 
ods, and our proofs are no more complicated than the existing direct proofs 
for (Pi). 
Our third aim is to provide a conceptual framework that, we hope, may 
help to attack other similar problems. We proceed now to give a rough 
description of Problems (Q), (R), and (S); the details appear in Section 6. 
PROBLEMS (Q), (R), (s) (p iecewise affine maps). All maps will be coher- 
ently oriented, i.e., their determinant has the same nonzero sign everywhere. 
R. Schramm starts from a dissection of R” by finitely many affine hyper- 
planes and studies mappings f that are affine on each of the resulting pieces. 
He proves theorems about the number k of solutions of the equation 
f(x) = y. A first type of questions concerns general information about the 
dependence of k on y. We call this Problem (Q). 
Obviously, f can be bijective only if f is coherently oriented and proper, 
i.e. continuous at infinity. Problem (R) asks for conditions solely on the 
system of hyperpluna which ensure that these trivial necessary requirements 
are also sufficient for bijectivity. The condition offered by Schramm is that 
the set of dissecting hyperplanes passing through any given point is inde- 
pendent. In our terminology, this will be the situation of an “independent 
straight chamber system.” The system of orthants is of this type. 
The difference in our approach is as follows. Like Schramm, we require f 
to be affine on each piece of a partition of R” into (possibly noncompact) 
convex polyhedral subsets, called chambers. But we allow the faces of 
different chambers to meet “at angles”; in other words, a hyperplane may 
contribute just one face of a single chamber. This brings nothing new for (Q), 
where there is no need to restrict the number of hyperplanes. But in the case 
of (R), the independence condition may be affected if additional cuts are 
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introduced. We replace it by a “branching condition” on the chamber 
system, requiring that each face of codimension two be contained in at most 
four chambers. In Section 3 we demonstrate that this approach covers a far 
larger class of maps. 
Problem (S) asks for a characterization of bijectivity in terms of the 
mapping itself, without restrictions on the chamber system. Schramm’s 
solution involves measurements of certain angles, and the improvement 
achieved here is mainly that measurements of two-dimensional angles, instead 
of n-dimensional ones, are shown to suffice. 
PROBLEM (Pi) (The partition problem). For a 2n-tuplet of vectors 
ui, * * *, Unr VI, * * * 3 v,, E W “, consider the set of cones with apex 0 spanned by 
all n-tuplets a,, . . . , an with a i E { ui, vi }, When does it happen that these 
cones have nonvoid and mutually disjoint interiors and cover W”? 
This appears to be the oldest version of (P). It was posed and solved by 
H. Samelson et al. in [12]. Their argument remains in our opinion the 
simplest solution of (P). The connection with (P) becomes apparent when we 
interpret a partition of W” of the given kind as the image of the orthant 
partition under an orthant-linear map. For details, see Section 6. 
PROBLEM (Pa) (Mixed linear maps). Find conditions on the n by n 
matrices S and T which are necessary and sufficient for bijectivity of the 
“mixed linear map” 
f:W”+R”:X’SX+-TX-. 
Here. we use the notation 
x+ = max(x,O), X-=(-X)+ 
where x E R” and the maximum is formed coordinatewise. Equivalence of 
(Pa) and (P) is immediate when we observe that mixed linear maps are the 
same as or&ant-linear maps; see Proposition 6.1. 
Two special cases of (Pa) are of particular interest; they concern maps of 
the following types: 
fi( x) = x + Mx+, 
Here, Ix]= x+ + x- . These are the mixed linear maps with (S, T) = (1 + M, 1) 
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and (S, T) = (l+ M, I- M), respectively, where 1 denotes the unit matrix. 
For fi, K. P. Hadeler [7] obtained a partial answer, which he used to study 
the Hartline-Ratliff model of neural networks. L. Elsner suggested studying 
f& The general case of mixed linear maps does not appear to be treated 
explicitly in the literature. 
PROBLEM (Ps) (The linear complementarity problem). Characterize the 
class of those n by n matrices M for which the system 
(*I w-Mz=a, 
w >, 0, z > 0, (w,z)=O 
hasauniquesolution(w,z)ER”xR”foreachaEIW”. 
We show equivalence of (Ps) and (Pa), which is more subtle than the 
other equivalences. If S in (Ps) is invertible, then it is no loss of generality to 
assume that S = 1. In that case, (Pa) is a mere reformulation of (Ps), where 
the components X+ and X- of x are thought of as separate vectors w and z, 
respectively. Now by a suitable change of coordinates, we can in all relevant 
cases arrange that S is invertible. Indeed, if f is to be either injective or 
surjective, then clearly the restriction to at least one orthant must be 
injective. It suffices to change signs in the basis so that this orthant C 
becomes the positive cone; then the new matrix S will be the matrix of f 
restricted to C. 
Of the problems (P),(P,), the problem (Ps) has been most extensively 
studied, usually in a framework related to linear programming. (Pa) was 
solved in 1972 by K. G. Murty [lo]. There, and also in the book of A. Berman 
and R. J. Plemmons [2], references to the history of the problem and to 
numerous applications can be found. C. W. Cryer [5] gives a particularly 
interesting application of (Ps) to discretization of free boundary value prob- 
lems. In the appendix of [8], a special case of this application is considered in 
detail, using the language of (Ps). 
Murty’s result is the following. 
THEOREM [lo]. The system ( * ) has a unique solution for every a if and 
only if all principal minors of M are strictly positive. 
Matrices with this property are known as P-matrices. A particular class of 
P-matrices, the so-called nonsingular M-matrices, are characterized in a large 
number of ways in [2, 6.2.31. Each of the theorems on (P) and (Pi) can be 
read as another characterization of P-matrices. 
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Two algorithms for finding solutions of ( * ) have been described by G. B. 
Dantzig and R. W. Cottle [6] and by C. E. Lemke [9]; they are reproduced in 
[lo] and in [2]. 
We do not go into the ramifications of (Pa) which arise if one asks for 
existence of solutions alone or for solutions satisfying additional conditions. 
The reader is referred to [lo] and [2] for these matters. 
2. CHAMBER SYSTEMS AND PIECEWISE AFFINE MAPS 
The domains of the affine pieces of a piecewise affine map form a 
partition of R n into (sometimes unbounded) polyhedra. In order to talk more 
easily about the geometry of this partition, we adopt with slight changes the 
suggestive terminology of [3, Chapter 51; compare also [ll]. 
2.1. Chamber Systems 
By a chamber in BP” we mean a closed convex subset C c Iw n with 
nonvoid interior whose boundary aC is contained in the union of finitely 
many affine hyperplanes. If H is a hyperplane such that H = span( H n 8 C) 
as an affine subspace, then H n aC = H n C is called a wall of C. Every 
intersection F of a family of walls is a face of C; also 0 and C itself are 
considered as faces. The (co)dimensio n of a face F is the (co)dimension of 
span(F), the affine subspace spanned by F. Two chambers are said to be 
adjacent if their intersection is a common wall. 
A chamber system is a loca.lly finite collection %? of chambers, covering 
R”, such that the intersection of any two chambers in V is a common face. 
By L?(U) we denote the Mice of all faces of all elements of V with respect 
to inclusion. The sublattice consisting of all faces that contain a given face F 
or a given point a is denoted by &‘(%‘, F) or L?(%‘, a), respectively, and is 
called a star of %?. 
The k-dimensional skeleton skel, V is the union of all k-dimensional faces. 
Note that x @ skel,_,V if and only if x belongs to at most two chambers. 
An invariant of V crucial for Problem (R) is the branching number b(V). 
This is the smallest b E N U {co} such that every face of codimension 2 is 
contained in at most b chambers. 
The main device for the proofs of our results is localization. A chamber 
system V is said to be localized at a E R” if each wall W E Z(U) contains 
u; in other words, if p(U) = -Ep(U, a). Then Q? consists of finitely many 
cones with apex a. If V is arbitrary, there is a unique chamber system %a 
localized at a such that V and %?= coincide in some neighborhood of a. An 
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The lattice of %?a is isomorphic to a star of V: 
I)= {PF;OEFLY(V)} LY(c&,o). 
An isomorphism is given by F + PF. In particular, 
(2.1) b(%J Q wo 
In [IS], the special case of straight chamber systems V = V(X) is consid- 
ered. U(.%‘) is obtained from a locally finite collection 3’ of affine hyper- 
planes by taking for chambers the closures of all connected components of 
Iw” \U&‘. In this context, the best answer to (R) is to take the class of 
independent straight chamber systems, i.e. the systems U(X) such that the 
elements of X passing through any given point form an independent set of 
hyperplanes. Then b( %( X)) < 4. The system of orthants is of this type. 
2.2. Piecewise Affine Maps 
Let %’ be a chamber system in R “. A map f: W n + R n is called piecewise 
afjcine with respect to V, abbreviated %‘-~.a., if the restriction of f to every 
chamber C E G? is an affine map, i.e. has the form 
x + A(C)x + w(C), 
where w(C) E W” and A(C) is an n by n matrix. We reserve the term 
piecewise linear (p.1.) for the case where each w(C) = 0. Clearly, p.a. maps 
are continuous. We are mainly interested in the case where the matrices 
A(C) are all invertible and their determinants have the same sign. We say 
then that f is coherently oriented. 
The simplicial maps considered by topologists are examples of pa. maps. 
Our notion of p.a. maps is close to the concept of cellular maps studied in 
[ll]. In Chapter 2 of [ll], th e connections between simplicial and cellular 
maps are examined. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let f be @.a. 
(a) f is coherently oriented if and only if the image of every chamber is a 
chamber and adjacent chambers have adjacent images. 
(b) Zf f is injective, then f is coherently oriented. 
Proof. Let K, L be two chambers, not necessarily belonging to V, with 
a common wall W. Then K and L are adjacent if and only if they are 
contained in different half spaces with respect to span(W). Now let C, D E V 
be adjacent, and suppose that A(C) and A(D) are invertible. We may 
assumethat f istheidentityonW=CnDandthatOEW,ThenA(C)and 
A(D) fix or exchange the two half spaces, according to the signs of their 
determinants. 
To prove the lemma, we show that any two chambers C, D E % can be 
joined by a chain C = C,, C,, . . . , C, = D in ‘Z such that Ci and Ci+ i are 
adjacent. This follows from connectedness of X = R n \ skel,_ a V, since the 
union of all D E V that can be joined to a given C intersects X in an open 
set. n 
Next, we introduce the localization of a p.a. map at a point, which may 
be considered as a generalized derivative. Let f be %+.a., and let Va be a 
localization of V. We define the localization f, as the unique Fa-p.a. map 
fixing a which in some neighborhood of a agrees with a translate of f 
[namely, with f - f(a) + a]. If a and a + x lie in one chamber C E %?, then 
we have 
=a+pA(C)x 
for every positive real number p. 
3. EXAMPLES 
Nothing from this section is needed in order to understand our main 
results or their proofs. We give examples of p.a. maps of R n defined on 
chamber systems with b(V) Q 4. This is the class of maps considered in our 
version of (R). Our intention is to show that this class of maps is rich and 
manageable. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. The most obvious chamber systems are the orthant sys- 
tem w(X) and the integral lattice of cubes, V(9). The defining hyper- 
planes Hi E S’, 1~ i < n, are given by xi = 0, and 9 contains the translates 
Hi, k of Hi satisfying xi = k E H. Both systems are independent straight 
systems with branching number b = 4. 
On V(S), we have the or&ant-affine maps. On the lattice of cubes, we 
may prescribe an arbitrary translation f(x) = x + ak on each hyperplane of a 
fixed direction, say on I?,,,, and extend this to a p.a. map f on R “. This is 
possible because a cube can be mapped onto any parallelepiped by an affine 
map. 
We describe now several constructions which produce new p.a. maps out 
of old ones without raising the branching number. By iterated use of these 
methods, the simple starting material of Example 3.1 leads to a wealth of 
examples. In the setting of independent straight systems, only one of these 
constructions would work, namely, Cartesian products (3.5). 
EXAMPLE 3.2 (Inverse maps). If f: lR n + R” is a %$.a. bijection, then 
f(U) is a chamber system with b( f(q)) = b(V), and f-’ is f(Vb.a. 
E~PLE 3.3 (Join of chamber systems). Let %‘, 9 be two chamber 
systems in R”. We define a new chamber system, called the join of V and 
9, by 
The face lattice is 
Now assume that V and 9 are in general position with respect to each other. 
By this we mean here that codim( F n G) = 2 only occurs when both F and 
G are walls or one of them is a chamber. In this generic case, 
b(V * 9) = max(4, b(V), b(9)). 
The lattice of cubes is an infinite join of translates of the orthant system. 
E~LE 3.4 (Composition of p.a maps). If f is 9q.a and bijective 
and g is gq.r.a., then their composition g Q f is &.a., where 
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If f(U) is in general position with respect to 9, then b(W), b(9) Q 4 implies 
b(E) < 4. 
By composing arbitrarily many orthant-linear maps, we find that on a 
given R n, the class of all p.a. maps localized at 0 and defined on a chamber 
system with branching number d 4 cannot be described by finitely many 
parameters. By contrast, if % is independent straight and localized at 0, then 
the description of a %+.a. map requires n2 parameters for the definition of g 
(by specifying a basis e,, . . . , e,), plus (2n + 1)n parameters for the choice of 
f( + ei) and f(0). 
EXAMPLE 3.5 (Cartesian products). For a chamber system V? in IR”, we 
define a chamber system V X R k in R n X R k by 
VXRk= {CXRk; CEV}. 
The correspondence F -P F X Iw k is an isomorphism Z’(U) * L?( V X R k); 
in particular, 
b(V XR”) = b(V). 
From a %?~.a. map f and an affine map g:Rk + lRk we get a %’ XRk-p.a. 
map f x g. Cartesian products of two arbitrary maps can also be defined, but 
then the branching numbers cannot be kept small. 
EXAMPLE 3.6 (Cones and cross sections). Let 9 be a compact convex 
polyhedral hypersurface in R”, i.e. the boundary of a compact chamber 
C c R n such as a dodecahedron in R 3. Define the branching number b( 9) 
with regard to the face lattice L?(P). More precisely, b(P) is the minimal b 
such that a face of dimension n - 3 is contained in at most b maximal faces. 
For the dodecahedron, b = 3. 
To define the cone over 9, we assume for simplicity that 0 is an interior 
point of C and take 0 as apex. Using P = [0, oo[, we define a chamber 
system, called the cone P9, by 
P9= {PF; F~_!Z’(P)maximal}. 
Then F + PF is an isomorphism L?( 9) + U( P9) l(O). If n k 3, then (0) 
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is not a face of codimension 2, and we have 
b(P9) = b(9) for na3. 
This is false for fl = 2. 
If a chamber system V localized at 0 can be described as V = P9, then 
we say that 9 is a cross section for V. The orthant system admits a cross 
section, namely the triangulated sphere 
To get an example of a chamber system V without a cross section, take an 
icosahedron 9 c W3 and choose a pair of opposite vertices f e of 9. Start 
from P9, and obtain V by joining each chamber containing + e with its 
neighbor not containing + e. 
Let 9 be a partition of [0, oo[ into closed intervals. Then a subdivided 
cone over 9’ may be defined as 
%“9={ZF; ZE%“, FEZ(9)maximal). 
9’9 is again a chamber system. As in the case of joins, the branching 
numbers obey the rule 
b(9’9’) = max{ b(PB),4} 
= max{ b(9),4} for n23. 
On any subdivided cone, p.a. maps can be obtained as follows. Choose a 





f(x) =dx)+a, for x E t9. 
on the lattice of cubes, this can be extended to a unique 9“~-.a. map f 
W “. Indeed, each chamber C is a truncated pyramid with parallel top and 
bottom faces (or a cone), and the prescribed restrictions of f to these faces 
differ only by a translation, so f can be extended over C. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Subdivided cones can be used in two ways to modify a 
given chamber system V and a given 5Sp.a. map g. If some localization ‘%?a 
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admits a cross section 8, then the star oEp(V, a) may be replaced by some 
bounded part of a subdivided cone over 9 with apex a, and g may be 
modified on this region as in the last example, using translations. The new 
branching number is max{ b(V),4} if n >, 3. 
If % = P9 is a cone and some star of 9 admits a cross section 9 (in the 
obvious sense), then we can modify 9’ in a similar way and form the cone 
over the modified 9. The restriction g)9 of a 97-p.a. map can also be 
changed and then extended to the new cone. This is another way to obtain 
arbitrarily many degrees of freedom even in localized chamber systems with 
b(%‘) < 4. One might start with the orthant system, observing that the star 
LZ’(~~_ i, ei) admits a cross section contained in the hyperplane xi = f. 
4. RECOGNITION OF COVERING MAPS 
The proofs of our main results are based on the use of covering maps. A 
map f: X + Y between nonempty connected topological spaces is called a 
covering map if every point y E Y has an open neighborhood U such that 
f-‘(U) splits up as a disjoint union of open sets Vi each of which is mapped 
by f homeomorphically onto U, In this case, we say that U is euenly covered 
by f. The map s from Y to the discrete space N U { 00 } sending y to the 
cardinality of the fibre f-‘(y) is then continuous and thus has a connected 
image. The constant value s(y) is called the number of sheets of f. It is 
crucial for the proofs of our main results that covering maps can be 
characterized without assuming surjectivity (Section 4.2). 
4.1 
It is well known that a simply connected space such as Y = Iw n or 
Y = R k \ (0) for k >, 3 does not admit a nontrivial covering map. In other 
words, every covering map f: X + Y is onesheeted, hence a homeomor- 
phism. See e.g., [l]. 
4.2 
Every covering map f: X + Y is a local homeomorphism. This means that 
each x E X has an open neighborhood which is mapped by f homeomorphi- 
tally onto an open neighborhood of f(r). The converse is not true, as is 
shown by the map f: ]0,37r [ + S, : x + eix onto the unit circle. A converse 
does hold for proper maps. A continuous map f is called proper if f-‘(K) is 
compact whenever K c Y is compact. In metric spaces, this is equivalent to 
continuity at infinity: xk + w in X implies f(xk) + 00 in Y. 
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THEOREM [4]. Assume that X and Y are connected spaces with count- 
able neighborhood bases. Then eveq proper local home-h&n f: X + Y 
is a covering map. 
Proof. For the convenience of the reader, we give an adapted version of 
the original proof of Browder, who actually proves a more general theorem. 
The map f is closed. Indeed, if A is closed in X and the images of 
a, E A converge to y E Y, then f-‘({ f(a,); n G N} U { y}) is a compact 
set, so {a,; n } accumulates at some inverse image of y lying in A. 
This implies that f(X) is closed and open; hence f is surjective. The fibre 
f-‘(y) of a point y E Y is compact and discrete, so f-‘(y) = {xl,. . . , r,} is 
finite. Let q be disjoint open neighborhoods of xi mapped homeomorphi- 
tally to open neighborhoods of y. The complement of the union U = tJUi is 
mapped to a closed set not containing y, so W = Y \ f( X \ U) is an open 
neighborhood of y. Then V = f-'(W) G U splits up into disjoint open 
neighborhoods Vi = V r‘l Vi of xi that are mapped homeomorphically onto 
perhaps different neighborhoods Zi of y. Finally, the neighborhood Z = flZ, 
of y is evenly covered. n 
5. MAIN RESULTS: PROBLEMS (Q), (R), AND (S) 
We consider Sp.a. maps f of R “, assuming in most cases that f is both 
coherently oriented and proper. Note that the second assumption follows 
from the first one if V is finite. 
First we give a simple proof of R. Schramm’s results on problem (Q). 
Roughly, the assertion is that “generic” points have a fixed number k E N of 
inverse images under f, and exceptional points have at least one and at most 
k inverse images. 
THEOREM 5.1[ 131. Let V be a chamber system in R “, and let f: R n -+ IF8 n
be piecewise afine with respect to V. Assume that f is coherently oriented 
and proper. Then 
(1) f is an open surjective map. 
(2) Let X=R”\ f-‘f(skel,_2%T). The restriction f:X+ f(X) is a k- 
sheeted covering map, k E N. 
(3) Foreachy~W”,cardf-‘(y)<k. 
(4) fisbijectiveifandonZyifcardf-l(y)=l forsomeyEf(X). 
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NOTE. If f is bijective, then (1) shows that f is a homeomorphism of 
R”. 
Proof. By (2.2a), f preserves adjacency of chambers. This implies that f 
is a local homeomorphism at each point x E X C_ R” \ skel n _ a V. The restric- 
tion f: X + f(X) is proper since X = f - 'f( X). Because X and f( X ) are 
connected, (4.2) yields assertion (2). 
Next, we show that f is surjective. A proper map is also closed. There- 
fore, the image f(R”) is closed. It contains the subset f(X), which is open in 
R n by (2). So the boundary of f(R “) lies in the (n - 2)-dimensional, hence 
nonseparating, set f(R”)\ f(X) = f(skel,P,V). Then f(R”) c W” cannot 
be a proper subset, since the boundary of a proper closed subset with interior 
points does separate. 
To show that f is open at a E R”, we may assume that a = 0. It suffices 
to prove that the localization f. = g is open at 0. This means that for each 
neighborhood U of 0, the image g(U) is a neighborhood of g(0) = 0. By (2), 
we know that g is surjective. For p E P (positive real numbers), we have 
dP4 = PdX). 
U contains some ball B around 0, with boundary S. Then g(S) is a compact 
set not containing 0, and 
R”\O=g(R”\O) =W), 
g(B) = ~OJldO 
So g(U) meets each ray emanating from 0 at least in a segment [O,l]g( s) of 
length > t, for some constant t > 0. This completes the proof of (1). 
Now (3) follows. Indeed, the inverse images wi, . . . , wl of y E R” have 
disjoint neighborhoods q such that f(V,) is open. There is a point 
Y’E nf<U,)\f(skel,-~~), 
1 
so I < card f -‘(y’) = k. Assertion (4) is a direct consequence of (l), (2), (3). 
W 
The following corollary is valid even without our standing hypothesis of 
coherence of orientation. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let f:R” + R”be ‘14-p.a. and proper. Then f is bijec- 
tiue if and only if f is ifljectiue. 
Proof. If f is injective, then f is coherently oriented by Lemma 2.2, and 
Theorem 5.1 (4) can be applied. (Note that f may well be surjective without 
being injective.) n 
Now we turn to problem (R). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let f: R” + R” be piecewise affine with respect to a 
chamber system V with branching number b (59) Q 4. Then f is bijectiue if 
and only if f is coherently oriented and proper. 
Optimality. Let 9 be a chamber system in Iw2 consisting of five cones 
with apex 0. It is easy to produce a 5Sp.a. map f such that generic points 
have k = 2 inverse images, since a cone can be mapped to almost a full half 
plane. This shows that the bound b(V) < 4 cannot be relaxed for n = 2. The 
Cartesian product f X id with the identity of R “-2 (see Example 3.5) shows 
that the same is true for every n. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. If f is bijective, then f is coherently oriented by 
Lemma 2.203). Each localization f, is proper; hence f, is open by Theorem 
5.1(l). This implies that f itself is a homeomorphism. In particular, f is 
proper. 
By Section 4.2, for the other direction it suffices to show that f is a local 
homeomorphism or, equivalently, that each localization f, is a homeomor- 
phism. This will be proved by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial. For 
n = 2, the system QTX consists of (at most) four cones C,, . . . , C,. Each cone 
f,(C,) forms an angle < 7r, so the sum of these angles is less than 4n. Thus, 
there is an open set of points y with card c ‘(y) < 2, and Theorem 5.1(4) 
shows that f, is bijective. 
Now let n >, 3, so that W n \ x is simply connected. Then by Sections 4.1 
and 4.2 it suffices again to show that the restriction f, : R” \ x + R” \ r is a 
local homeomorphism. Once more, this can be done by showing that each 
localization g = f,, y at y # x is a homeomorphism. We may assume that 
x = 0 = g(x) and g(y) = y. Then g induces the identity on the line Y = Ry, 
which is contained in every wall of %X,V. This implies that for a translation t 
in the direction of Y we have t(‘iP,,,) = Vx, y and g 0 t = t 0 g. 
Passing to the quotient gP “/Y, we obtain a chamber system VX, V/Y = 9 
in Wn-l, which inherits the bound on the branching number from V. [Use 
(2.1) and an isomorphism between the face lattices of 97._ and 9.1 The 
reader may prefer to think of .9 as the chamber system induced by ‘+T*, y on a 
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hyperplane H complementary to Y. The map g induces a map 
g/Y: Rn/Y + R”/Y 
or, alternatively, 
qogl,: H+H, 
where 9 : R n -+ H denotes parallel projection in the direction of Y. From 
either description, one sees easily that this map is a coherently oriented, 
proper %~.a. map. The inductive hypothesis says that g/Y is bijective, and 
this implies that g itself and finally f is bijective. H 
Our next result solves Problem (S). In other words, it allows us to detect 
bijections among coherently oriented proper %+.a. maps even when the 
branching behavior of V does not force all such maps to be bijective. One 
such criterion, due to R. Schramm [13], can be obtained by applying 
Theorem 5.1(4) to all localizations. We reproduce it here as Theorem 5.6(d). 
Unfortunately, it involves the evaluation of ndimen.sionnZ angles at each 
point of the (n - 2)-skeleton. 
With a little more use of topological machinery, we obtain a similar 
criterion based on the following notion of localization with respect to a face. 
Our criterion only requires information on twodimensionul angles at each 
face of dimension n - 2. This is what one expects, seeing that branching in 
codimension two is the crucial phenomenon. 
DEFINITION 5.4 (Localization with respect to a face). Let F be a face of 
Q?. Choose a point a in the relative interior of F c span(F), that is, in 
F \ skel, _ r %?, where k = dim F. Then each chamber of Va contains span(F). 
Now let f be %+.a. For two admissible choices a and a’ = a + u, the 
localizations at these points are related by 
f,,(a’+x)=L(a+x)+u. 
This follows from the explicit description of localizations given in Section 2. 
So f, and f,, are “the same up to translations,” and there is no harm in 
defining 
f, = f, for a E F \skel,_,V, 
even though there is some ambiguity in this definition. There is an affine map 
g of Iw ” such that h = g 0 f is the identity on span(F). As in the proof of 
Theorem 5.3, we consider the map induced by h on R “/span( F) or on a 
subspace R n - k complementary to span(F). Any chamber system and pa. 
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map on RnUk obtained in this way will be denoted, respectively, by 
%TF and fF. 
Note that VF is localized at 0 E RnPk. 
DEFINITION 5.5 (Angle of a cone). Let CCR” be a cone with apex a, 
i.e. a chamber all faces of which contain a. Choose a Euclidean sphere S 
centered at a with Lebesgue measure p(S) = 1. The angle of C will be 
defined as 
a(C) =p(CnS). 
Note that cy( C) is independent of a. Indeed, if b is another apex for C, then 
each wall of the wedge C contains the line joining a and b, and the 
translation sending a to b maps C onto itself. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let V be a chamber system in R”, and let f be a 
coherently oriented proper %?-p.a. map. The following conditions are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) f is bijective. 
(b) For each face F of codimension 2, the map f F: R ’ + W2 constructed 
in Definition 5.4 is bijective. 
(c) For each face F of codimension 2, 
C{a(fF(C)); CEVF} <2. 
(d) [ 131 For each point a E skel n _ 2 g, 
C{a(f(C)); aECEV} <2. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.3, f is bijective if and only if all 
localizations f, are bijective. The latter condition is nontrivial only if a E 
skel n_2 V. In that case, Theorem 5.1 tells us that the images of the cones of 
linearity of f, cover R n \ f(skel._, %‘a> at least twice if f, is not bijective, 
and then their angles add up to at least 2a(R”) = 2. This establishes the 
equivalence of (a) and (d). The same argument shows that (b) and (c) are 
equivalent. 
To complete the proof we show that (b) implies (a). As in the proof of 
Theorem 5.3, condition (b) expresses that f restricted to R” \ f -‘f 
(skel +s U) is a local homeomorphism and hence a covering map (Section 
4.2). By Section 4.1 and Theorem 5.1(4), it suffices to show that the range 
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space R ” \ f(ske1 n _s U) of this covering map is simply connected. This is 
what the following proposition asserts. n 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Zf f:R” --, R” is ‘&pa. and proper, then W” \ 
f(skel”_, U) is simply connected. 
Proof. Let X=f(skel”_,V),andlet /3:[O,l]-+Iw”\X bealoop. We 
have to show that p is null homotopic in Iw n \ X. Choose a cube W _C Iw n 
containing the image p[O, 11. Then /3 is null homotopic in W, and we use a 
general position argument to show that a homotopy can be pushed off X. 
First replace V by the join (Example 3.3) of V with some cube 
containing the compact set f - ‘( W). Then Y = X n W is contained in the 
image under f of some bounded subcomplex z2 < V, and & is a cell 
complex in the sense of [ 111. Embed W in a larger cube W, containing 
f(d). BY [iii, (2.13), th e map f Id is simplicial with respect to suitable 
simplicial subdivisions of & and W,, and we may assume that W < W, is a 
subcomplex. Then Y < W is a simplicial subcomplex of dimension < n - 3. 
By the simplicial approximation theorem [l, Chapter 61, we may replace p by 
a simplicial map homotopic to it. p is null homotopic in W and hence even in 
S = skel, W; cf. again [ 1, Chapter 61. By the general position theorem [ll, 
(5.4)], there exists a simplicial isomorphism h : W + W which is the identity 
on B = p[O, 11 and satisfies 
dim(h(S\B)nY)gdimY+dimS-n< -1. 
Then /I = h 0 /3 is null homotopic in the subcomplex h(S), which is disjoint 
from X. n 
6. APPLICATIONS TO PROBLEMS (Pi) 
Let e,,..., e,, be the standard basis for Iw “, and denote by 0, the standard 
orthant system defined by the n hyperplanes 
By the sirnplicial cone spanned by n linearly independent vectors a,, . . . , a,, 
E 88” we mean the set of all linear combinations Cpiai, pi E P 
( = nonnegative real numbers). The simplicial cone spanned by e,, . . . , e, is 
the positive cone 
p,= {xER”;all x+0} EO,. 
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The other elements of 0, are obtained from P,, by iterated reflection at the 
hyperplanes Hi, or in other words by applying diagonal matrices E with 
diagonal entries e,, E { - 1, l}. Let 8 be the set of these matrices. Then 
O,,= {El’,; EEC.?,,}. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The O,,-p.l. maps of R” are precisely the “mixed 
linear ” maps 
f(x)=%+-TX-. 
On the chamber EP,,, E E L?,,, this map f is described by the matrix 
+[S(E+l)-T(E-l)]. 
Proof. For x E EP,,, we have 
2x+= (E+l)x, 
2x- =(E-1)x. 
This yields the description of f on EP,, indicated in the proposition. In 
particular, f is O,-p.l. 
Conversely, let g: R” + R” be O,-p.Z. Then g induces linear maps x + Sx 
and x -+ TX on P, and on - P,,, respectively. These determine the values 
g( &- ei) for 1~ i < n. Now EP,, E 0, is the simplicial cone spanned by the 
vectors Ee, E { e,, - e, }, so g is determined on EP, by S and T. This means 
that g coincides with f : x -+ Sx + - TX-. W 
Now we obtain the solution to (Pz). 
THEOREM 6.2. The following assertions about the mixed linear map 
f:x+Sx+- TX- of R” are equivalent: 
(i) f is injective. 
(ii) f is bijective. 
(iii) The determinants 
det(S(E+l)-T(E-l)), EE& 
are all nonzero and have the same sign. 
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(iv) S and T are invertible, and all principal minors of S’T are strictly 
positive. 
Proof. Condition (iii) expresses that f is coherently oriented; cf. Pro- 
position 6.1. Then f is also proper. Since b(O,,) = 4, the equivalence of (ii) 
and (iii) follows from Theorem 5.3. Corollary 5.2 asserts that (i) and (ii) are 
equivalent. 
The matrix 2s is one of the matrices considered in (iii). Multiplying all 
those matrices by (2s))‘, we get that (iii) is equivalent to positivity of all 
determinants 
det:(E+l-S-‘T(E-l)), EE&,,,. 
These are precisely the principal minors of S- ‘T. n 
In the introduction we have seen how to translate Problem (Pa) into (Pa). 
In this way, we obtain from Theorem 6.2 the following version of Murty’s 
theorem quoted in the introduction. First, recall the problem: 
(*) w-Mz=a, w >, 0, 220, (w,z)=O. 
THEOREM 6.3 [lo]. The following assertions about the linear com- 
plementarity problem (*) are equivalent: 
(i) ( * ) has a unique solution for each a E R “. 
(ii) (*) has at most one solution for each a E R”. 
(iii) All principal minors of M are strictly positive. 
The following result of Murty is particularly easy to prove in our 
framework. 
THEOREM 6.4 [lo]. The number of solutions of ( * ) is finite for each a if 
and only if all principal minors of M are nonzero. 
Proof. The principal submatrices are invertible if and only if the matrices 
+[E+l-M(E-l)] 
expressing the associated p.Z. map f on the orthants EP, are invertible. Now 
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if f is not invertible on EP,, then f maps infinitely many points of EP,, to 
the same image. n 
Finally, let us compare Problems (Pr) and (P). So let 2n vectors 
ur,...,u,,or,..., v,, E R n be given. Think of them as the columns of two 
n by n matrices U, V. Denote by U( U, V) the system of cones spanned by all 
Wuplets a,,..., a, with ui E { ui, vi}. Define a mixed linear map by f(x) = 
Ux+ + Vx-. Then ui = f(ei) and oi = f( - ei). So we have the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. The system %(U, V) of cones considered in (Pr) is the 
image of the orthant system 0, under the mixed linear map f: x + Ux + + Vx- . 
THEOREM 6.6 [12]. Let U(U,V) be a system of cones as in (Pr). The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) The elements of U(U, V) have nonvoid and mutually disjoint interiors. 
(ii) U(U, V) is a partition of R”, i.e., U(U,V) covers R” and the 
elements of %‘(U, V) have nonvoid and mutually disjoint interiors. 
(iii) Both U and V are invertible and all principal minors of - U’V are 
strtctly positive. 
(iv) For each choice of a i E { ui, vi }, the vectors a 1,. . . , an are linearly 
independent. Moreover for 1~ j < n, the hyperplane spanned by 0 and a i 
for i # j separates ui jknn vi. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 6.5, condition (iii) implies that 
%Z( U, V) is the image of 0, under an onpa. bijection and, hence, a chamber 
system. This implies (ii), and (ii) trivially yields (i). 
Conversely, assume (i). Then the elements of U(U, V) are chambers, and 
the map f: x + Ux+ + Vx- must map adjacent chambers to adjacent cham- 
bers, so f is coherently oriented (Lemma 2.2). Since f is proper, f is 
bijective by Theorem 5.3, and (iii) follows by Theorem 6.2. 
So far, we have established the equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii). Now (iv) 
expresses that f maps adjacent chambers of 0, to adjacent chambers, and 
we have just seen that this condition follows from (i) and implies (iii). W 
This paper developed out of the first author’s master thesis 181, which was 
written under the supervision of Professor K. P. Hudeler. The authors are 
grateful to him for stimulating their interest and for jkitfil conversations. 
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